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Discover the iconic work of Carole Bellaïche in her new book, a poignant celebration of photographic

art. With an early start in her family apartment in Paris, Bellaïche captured the beauty of both the

famous and the anonymous with equal verve, revealing their unique aura.

This book, created during her residency at Champ des Impossibles in Le Perche, offers a fresh and

touching perspective on aging. Despite being outside her familiar environment, she remains true to her

ethos of capturing the essence of each individual in a truthful image. She delves into the unknown,

ready to explore this uncharted territory with the same passion for authenticity and human connection

that characterizes her work.

Whether you are an art enthusiast or simply seeking a glimpse into the human soul through the lens,

Carole Bellaïche’s journal provides an unforgettable experience that transcends time and space. Join

Carole on her journey to Le Perche, a region she had never explored before, and discover how,

regardless of being twenty or eighty years old, each face holds a presence, uniqueness, and intimacy

of universal value.

During her residency, Carole Bellaïche developed a deep connection with Le Perche, capturing

numerous images. Her photographic approach aimed to find beauty in others, with careful attention to

choosing settings and establishing a personal connection with each subject. The Norman houses of Le

Perche presented a challenge due to limited light and dark interiors, but Carole Bellaïche managed to

create evocative rays of light. The surprising locations of Le Perche inspired her portraits without prior

scouting. Carole Bellaïche viewed her time in Le Perche as an offering to her vision, thereby rendering

her visual interpretation of the region.
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